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MOBIL HANDY OIL 
Protect models with this non~ 


Mobil 

Handy Oil 


fOr 'U10mob ile a"'" 
household .net 

gumming oil. Excellent for 
electrical appliances, sewing 
and washing machines, bicy
cles, toys, automobile gener
ators. Prevents rust. Wall 
bracket free with every can. 

Reaches upper cylinders as a 
vapor. Special impregnating in- t-T.I<;::~f~:~i..,) 
gredient is adsorbed into metal 
surfaces; prevents scuffing wear; keeps valves 
free from gum and rust. Reduces carbon. 

Buy where you buy Mobiloil or Mobilgas 

Mobil Specialties 

MOBILGLOSS~TOP'LEAK g/':>i:.

MOBIL HANDY OIL· MOBIL RADIATOR FLUSH 
MOBIL WINDOW SPRAY" MOBIL UPPERLUBE 
MOBIL HYDRO TONE . MOBIL SPOT REMOVER ." 

BY THE MAKERS OF MOBILOIL 

Door-Handle Cushions 

for Close Parking 


W HEN two cars are kept side by side in a 
double garage, there is always the danger of 
the door handles of one car accidentally strik
ing and marring the body or pa int job of the 
car alongside, as the owner opens the door to 
get in or out. To prevent this, I made a set 
of handle cushions by obtaining a length of 
small-diameter rubber hose at a drug store, 
cutting it into two sections of the required 
length, and slipping it over the handles, as 
shown in the illustration above. If the cars 
a re always placed beside each other in the 
same relative positions in the garage, the 
finish-protecting handle cushions will be re
quired only for the doors on one side of each 
car.- W. H. G. 

Rope Sil ences Hub Cap 
To STOP the rat 

tle of worn hub 
c aps, motorists 
can wind a piece 
of rope in the re
cess between the 
flange and the 
edge of the cap, as 
shown in the 
sketch at the left. 
A Single turn of 
%" rope will be 
,satisfactory for 
most cars, or 
smaller cord can 
be used by em
ploying more than 
one turn to fill 
up the space as 
needed.- T. F. J . 

Please mention P OP U L AR S CIENCE lvloNTH LY when writing to adv ertisers. POPULAR SCIEN CE204 

By Any Sta 
Are The Better SI 

The sound judgment so charact 
m echanically minded men shows, 
after survey, that Champion Sp 
are the predominant choice for 
engines . Furthermore, they show 
men fully appreciate the econom 
tages of installing new spark plugs 
intervals . 

Champions make every c :gine a b 
formin g engine due to manyexcl 
patented features, the most recent 
is their new Sillment seaL This co 
dry powder permanently seals C] 
against troublesome leakage COl 

ordinary spark plugs, banishes pr 
due to leakage, and insures uniforr 
and full power in every cylinder. 

US E THE SP A R K 
SEPTEMBER,1939 Please me 


